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Example showing data returned by the Iris Investigate and Iris Detect modules

Overview

The DomainTools MISP module provides direct access to DomainTools’ industry-leading threat intelligence data,

predictive risk scoring, and critical tactical attributes to gain situational awareness of malicious domains inside of

MISP. It helps Threat Intelligence teams and Security Analysts uncover actor infrastructure and profile threats by

leveraging DomainTools APIs. Analysts receive additional context on indicators by utilizing both the hover and

expansion capabilities of MISP. This allows them to map connected infrastructure and surface historical domain

information to better assess risk.

Customers who deploy the DomainTools MISP module benefit from:

● Greater context on domain names in MISP events with registration, infrastructure and SSL attributes.

● See essential domain attributes, including DomainTools Risk Score with component classifiers and

potential pivots, directly in MISP popups on domain attributes.

● Pinpoint dedicated hosting, SSL certificate re-use, boutique hosting and shared identities with Guided

Pivot counts in attribute comments.
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● Quickly identify opportunities to map connected infrastructure with Guided Pivot tags in the MISP event

attribute list

● Build a more complete view of the attacker's resources with Iris pivots on IP, nameserver, registrant email

and more.

● Find correlated MISP events with shared attributes drawn from the extensive DomainTools Iris dataset

● Effortlessly import domains from the DomainTools Iris Investigate Platform into MISP for rapid sharing

with teammates and industry peers

● [New in 2.0] Import newly discovered domains from Iris Detect to discover and monitor newly-created

domains that imitate brands, company names, or an organization’s supply chain. (Separate subscription

required)

● [New in 2.0] Enrich up to 60 domains per minute using the Iris Enrich module to add DomainTools internet

infrastructure intelligence to higher-volume sources. (Separate subscription required)

Features

DomainTools Iris Investigate (previously “DomainTools Iris”)
● Designed for MISP tooltip or hover actions on domain names

● Provides risk scoring, domain age, hosting, Whois, MX and related infrastructure for a domain.

● Guided Pivot counts help investigators identify connected attributes to other domain infrastructure

● Requires Iris Investigate account provisioning

DomainTools Iris Enrich (new in 2.0)
● Optimized for high-volume domain enrichment, providing Risk scoring, Hosting, Whois, MX and related

infrastructure information for a domain.

● Requires Iris Enrich account provisioning

DomainTools Iris Pivot
● Enriches domain attributes with nearly every available field from the Iris Investigate API.

● Includes complete Risk Score data, with component scores and evidence when available.

● Adds Guided Pivot counts to attribute comments.

● Tags attributes as potential Guided Pivots when connections are shared with fewer than 300 domains

(this can be configured in the module attributes).

● Enables pivots on IPs, SSL hashes, nameserver hostnames, and registrant email addresses.

● Requires Iris Investigate account provisioning

DomainTools Iris Import
● Import domains from the Iris Investigate Pivot Engine directly to a MISP event

● Export an investigation from the Iris Investigate UI by copying the search hash (Menu -> Search -> Filters

-> Export), importing a list of up to 5000 domains as indicators into MISP

● Requires Iris Investigate account provisioning
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DomainTools Iris Detect (new in 2.0)
● Imports newly discovered and/or newly changed domains from DomainTools Iris Detect.

● Set up and manage monitored terms using the Iris Detect UI (https://iris.domaintools.com/detect/) then

automatically import them into MISP using this module.

● Requires Iris Detect account provisioning

DomainTools Analyze
● This module is superseded by the Iris Investigate module but remains here for backward compatibility.

Optimized for MISP hover actions, the Analyze capability provides Whois data, a Domain Risk Score and

counts of connected domains to help give quick context on an indicator to inform an interesting pivot and

map connected infrastructure.

● Leverages the following DomainTools endpoints: Parsed Whois, Domain Profile, Risk, Reverse IP, Reverse

Whois

DomainTools Pivot
● This module is superseded by the Iris Pivot module, but remains here for backward compatibility.

Optimized for enrichment actions, the Pivot capability provides additional context on indicators by

automatically building out a list of connected infrastructure from the counts presented in the Analyze

capability.

● The Pivot module will also expand email addresses to a list of other domains that share the same contact

information, and expand IP addresses to the list of other domains pointed to the same IP.

● Leverages the following DomainTools endpoints: Parsed Whois, Domain Profile, Risk, Reverse IP, Reverse

Whois

DomainTools Historic
● The Historic capability will act on Domains or URLs to find historical context by expanding domain names

to lists of registrars, IPs and emails historically connected with that indicator

● Leverages the following DomainTools endpoints: Whois History, Hosting History, Domain Profile, Reverse

IP, Reverse Whois, Parsed Whois, Whois
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Quick Start Guide
The following sections list the minimum steps to get started with MISP in your environment. Links are provided to

other areas in this document to help provide additional information or context if needed.

Installation

MISP is an open source project maintained primarily by volunteers. It is not a product offered by a vendor, and the

expectation is that people who install and operate it are comfortable working with the ambiguity and lack of

support that comes with any open source project.

That same expectation applies to MISP modules - the customer or prospect must be comfortable following

technical directions to get the modules installed and operational in their environment.

We provide instructions on how to install the modules on our GitHub page for the module code (scroll down for

the contents of the README file). That is the best source of the instructions, because it will stay in sync with the

code, and set the expectation of a technical user to get them installed and running properly.

Requirements

● MISP app

● Python 3.7 and up

Configuration

1. After the modules are installed and the module system in MISP is operational, log in as a MISP user with

admin rights, point to the Administration menu, and select Server Settings & Maintenance.
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2. Click on the Plugin tab (modules are called "plugins" in some parts of MISP). Click to expand the

Enrichment section for the Iris Investigate, Iris Enrich, Iris Pivot, Analyze, Pivot, and Historic DomainTools

modules, or the Import section for the DomainTools Iris Import and DomainTools Iris Detect modules.

3. Scroll or search through the list of module settings to locate the DomainTools module you want to

configure. You must double click a value in the table to begin editing it. At a minimum, each module must

be enabled and have a username and api_key attribute populated. The username is the API username

assigned to the customer's API account, and the api_key is the corresponding key for that API. Some

modules have specific options that should work with default settings; their function is documented inline.

Usage

MISP enrichment modules act on attributes of events - and those attributes must be of a specific type for the

system to offer them for enrichment. These usage instructions focus on the Iris modules. The concepts are similar

to the Enterprise modules.

● Adding a domain attribute to MISP

1. Create an event in MISP with any default values.

2. Scroll down to the attributes table and click the .
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3. Specify the attribute type: under Category choose Network activity, then under Type choose

domain.

4. Under Value enter an active domain name and click Submit.

● Using the DomainTools-Iris-Investigate and DomainTools-Iris-Enrich modules
1. In the event detail page, locate a domain name in the list of attributes (the module only works on

domain names).

2. Find the magnifying glass icon next to the domain name and click it, or hover over the domain. The

appearance will differ slightly but the content is the same.
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3. Attributes will appear from all configured enrichment modules that are enabled in MISP.

4. When available, the DomainTools-Iris-Investigate and DomainTools-Iris-Enrich tooltip will show

the most important data on the domain name, including age, identity, IP country, risk score

components, and any attributes with Guided Pivot counts (for Investigate) and value (for Enrich).

● Using the DomainTools-Iris-Pivot module
1. Locate an attribute of a supported type in the list of event attributes.

a. Domain names are the easiest starting point and are recommended for testing.

b. IP addresses, hostnames (assumed to be name servers), email addresses, and SSL hashes

also work, but they must be of specific types.

2. Find the last asterisks or star at the far right of the row for that attribute and click it.
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3. A list of available enrichment modules appears, including the Iris-Pivot and

DomainTools-Iris-Analyze modules. Select the DomainTools-Iris-Pivot module.

4. For domain attributes, the DomainTools-Iris-Pivot enrich module queries the Iris Investigate API

endpoint and populates a table of attributes with data returned from Iris.

a. The simplest path is to click the Submit Attributes button at the bottom left corner of the

page to add all the attributes to the event.

b. Experienced users may want to clean extra attributes out of the list that they might not

need - click the X at the far right of the page to remove an attribute before it is added to the

event.

c. Some attributes, like risk score, depend on the comment field to provide context

d. Other attributes, like IP addresses, use the comment field to show the Guided Pivot count

("GP: 10,383") for that attribute

e. The similar attributes column is part of a powerful MISP capability that correlates events

together. It shows other events that share the same attribute, which for risk numbers is

mostly meaningless, but can be highly relevant for IP addresses or other more unique

identifiers.
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5. After the attributes are added to the event, they appear in the attribute table with similar columns

as the module results.

a. The comments are still visible, offering access to the Guided Pivot counts after the GP:
prefix.

b. GP: counts in comments can be useful to distinguish between shared and dedicated

hosting IPs.

c. Tags are added automatically to attributes returned by the DomainTools modules.

d. Attributes that would make good pivots are also labeled with the Guided Pivot tag. This is

added to any attribute returned by a domain pivot that has less than 300 domains shared

by it. The threshold is configurable in the plugin settings.

e. The latest version of MISP adds the ability to filter the event attribute list - this can be used

to quickly find Guided Pivot attributes in a large table.

6. The DomainTools-Iris-Pivot module can also find related domains that share the same attribute by

pivoting on a few supported Iris fields.

a. Only a subset of Iris pivots are available, primarily because MISP does not have enough

distinct types to represent all the types of data we return from Iris, and it does not provide

any other way to select which type of a pivot you want to perform.
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b. To perform a pivot on one of these types of attributes, find it in the list of event attributes,

and click the same far-right asterisk as in step 2 above.

c. Choose the DomainTools-Iris-Pivot module.

d. MISP will query the Iris Investigate API and return a list of domain names.

e. Click the Submit Attributes button at the bottom right corner to the page to add the

attributes to the event.

● Using the DomainTools-Iris-Import module
The DomainTools Iris Import module helps tell an integrated story with the Iris Investigate UI and

the MISP project, and it supports the MISP mission of sharing indicators with peers. The module

leverages the Iris search hash and the Iris Investigate API to bring in all the domain names found

by a given Iris Investigate search. This makes it possible to import any list of Iris domains that the

Iris Pivot Engine can find, including historical matches and other criteria not yet supported by the

standard Iris Investigate API.

1. Create an event in MISP, or open an existing event.

2. Locate the "Populate From..." option on the left sidebar of the event.

3. Choose the "DomainTools-Iris-Import" module from the list of available import modules.
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4. The MISP import window will appear with a large empty text area.

5. In the Iris Investigate Platform, click the Advanced button next to the search, then click

Export, and copy the "Current Search Export" to your clipboard.

6. Paste the search export into the MISP Import and click Import. Domain names that match

the exported Iris search will appear in MISP as attributes for review, just like a pivot

search result on a non-domain attribute.
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7. Scroll to the bottom and click Submit Attributes to add the domains to the MISP event.

● Using the DomainTools-Iris-Detect module
The DomainTools Iris Detect Import module imports newly discovered and/or newly changed

domains from the DomainTools Iris Detect product. Set up and manage monitored terms using

the Iris Detect UI then automatically import them into MISP using this module.

1. Follow the Steps 1-3 of the DomainTools-Iris-Import usage but choose

DomainTools-Iris-Detect in step 3.

2. Fill-in the data and click Import. Follow carefully the instructions per input field.

3. Scroll to the bottom and click "Submit Attributes" to add the domains to the MISP event.
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● Getting monitor IDs via API response or the Iris Detect UI
1. View Iris Detect’s dashboard via https://iris.domaintools.com/detect/. It shows monitors

already set up for your organization and lets you create new ones. Remember that

monitors are shared by all Detect users in your organization.

2. Select Settings and tick Show API IDs for monitors and domains.
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3. Go back to Dashboard and you can see the monitor ID below the monitor name.

Changelog

2.0 Release Notes

New

● Added DomainTools-Iris-Detect module. Populate lookalike domains from the Iris Detect product into a

MISP event for investigation and triaging (separate provisioning required).

● Added DomainTools-Iris-Enrich module. Enrich up to 60 domains per minute via the Iris Enrich endpoint

(separate provisioning required).

Changes and Fixes

● Renamed DomainTools-Iris-Analyze to DomainTools-Iris-Investigate for disambiguation

● Removed the deprecated “reputation” endpoint in legacy modules DomainTools-Analyze and

DomainTools-Pivot. Use the Risk, Enrich or Investigate endpoints instead.

● Improved risk score presentation.
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● Improved Guided Pivot details in DomainTools-Iris-Investigate

● Fixed handling of empty results.

● Replaced Alexa with DomainTools Rank (popularity_rank).

● Added additional fields in DomainTools-Iris-Investigate

● Fixed invalid search_hash issue for Iris-Import .

Troubleshooting & Known Issues

No known issues as of March 2023. Please reach out to enterprisesupport@domaintools.com with any questions

or feedback.
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